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Who’s paying?
The full-time (15 units) SJSU student pays only a
fraction of the approximate $7,000 to educate him
or her for a year. Here’s a breakdown:

California’s
taxpayers
$6,203

Lottery
money
usually $161
now $135

Student Fees
$780 for 1990-91

Misc.
Revenue
$138

Source: SJSU president’s office
Robert W Sooble Daily graphic
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Erosion of services imminent after $14 million slash

Budget promises severe cutbacks
By Robert W. Scoble
Daily staff writer

In one of the worst budget crises
in its history, SJSU faces the
prospect of cutting $14 million
from its operating budget next
year.
By all accounts, if the gloomy
budget forecast comes true, students will find fewer available
classes, a general erosion of fmancial aid and health care services,
longer lines and the continued
deterioration of buildings and
equipment.
No specific cuts have been
decided yet, but already:
Most campus hiring was
frozen by former Gov. George
Deukmejian through June and that
policy will probably be continued.
The library alone has six unfilled
positions and counseling services
is down one counselor.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
told union leaders on Jan. 29 that
there might be layoffs.

CALIFORNIA’S BUDGET CRISIS

Education and
the spending

Most future construction projects, like the plan to build a new
humanities building and landscaping plans for various parts of the
campus have been placed on hold.
The university won’t be able to
take Visa or MasterCards for payment of student fees. Credit cards
cost merchants and the university
one to five percent of each sale
Students can expect to see
more lab-type and use fees, Fullerton said Thesday.
A recommendation has been
made to the California State University Board of Trustees to raise
student fees by 20 percent. The
student fee increase would not
have an impact on the $14 million
budget shortfall, Fullerton said, but

if it is not approved the budget cuts
could be astronomical.
"What we are facing next year is
four to five times worse than last
year," Connie Sauer, associate
executive vice president of business and financial services, said.
"It’s real gloomy. It could get
worse."
One way that the CSU has proposed to hold down the budget cutbacks is to charge students more
money.
"Student fees will probably
rise," said Manuel Valerio, Sen.
Alfred Alquist’s, D-SJ, field representative. "It is very unfortunate
that we have to look at that."
Vice President of Student
Affairs Dean Batt agrees that students should expect to pay higher
fees, although he said he believes
that the proposed 20 percent student fee increase will not save the
university from a large budget
problem.
While the numbers agree with

Batt and Fullerton, some students
say that they can’t pay the proposed higher fees.
"That’s too expensive for me."
said Peter Dang, a junior in industrial technology. "Last year they
went up already."
Other students said that the government is responsible for the budget mess. "They say that education
is the No. 1 thing, but that is where
it is being cut back," said Carole
Roberts-Presley, a senior in psychology.
Fullerton pointed out that the
CSU system represents an excellent value when compared to other
states. Only four states charge their
students less than California
"I’ve dealt with some pretty lean
budgets," Ellis McCune, CSU acting chancellor and 30 -year
employee of the CSU system, told
a CSU Board of Trustees’ Finance
Committee on Jan. 23. "I can tell
you honestly that in all the time I
See BUDGET, page 7

Fullerton blames
’unavoidable costs’
for budget deficit
By Robert W. Scoble
Daily stall writer

The majority of SISU’s projected $14 million deficit for next year
can be blamed primarily on socalled "unavoidable costs," SJSU
President Gail Fullerton said ’fliesday at a press conference.
These are costs that are coming
next year that will have to be paid
-- whether the state gives the university more money or not.
This includes:
payments for cost -of-living
raises given this year
merit salary increases, which
Fullerton considers ’‘unavoidable"
I2 -month funding for new
employees they were only paid
for 10 months this year
hidden costs from social security tax increases and increased
costs for employee insurance.
"This coming year is going to
be a very serious matter," Fullerton said.
SJSU’s responsibility is $9 million or about eight percent of the
$113.2 million in these costs for
the CSU system.
The costs break down into
$25.7 million for merit salary

increases; $40.4 million for
1990/91 cost-of-living increases;
$4.2 million for new employee
funding; $1.8 million for faculty
promotions; $23.8 million for
staff benefits maintenance which
includes the social security
increases and insurance cost
increases; $12.6 million goes
toward state university grants and
$4.7 million go toward bond payments for building projects.
But "unavoidable" costs are
only a part of the CSU’s budget
problem. Other factors include
7,500 new students that are placing
a drain on already thin resources, a
budget that is only one percent
larger than last year even though
inflation cats up five to six percent
every year and lottery funds arc
expected to drop by $16 million to
the CSU campus and a $47 million
general fund decrease.
"The gap between the Governor’s proposed budget and what
we need ...," Ellis McCune, CSU
chancellor, said in a press release.
"It’s approximately $100 million
short of what is necessary merely
to handle the costs of existing faculty and staff."

Chip I oven

Hallelujah!

Bobby Bible of Long Beach let his
voice be heard Wednesday at the Student Union ampitheater. The ampitheater played host to a Persian Gulf
War teach-in for students and faculty

Daly staff photogiaphet

to discuss various topics regarding
the conflict. Bible plans to tour other
campuses around the stale this week
Berkeley and IX Santa
including
Barbara.

Graphic design entry
proves tough process New IFC, Panhellenic presidents take their posts

By Precy Correas
Daly stall writer

Frustration and anxiety sums
up the environment graphic
design students are encountering, said students in the art
department.
Before they can enter upper
division classes they have a personal interview with the review
board faculty and submit a portfolio, according to Alice Carter,
associate chair for design.
Students said they only have
two tries to submit a portfolio.
After the second failed try they
have to start looking for other
alternatives for a degree in art.
About 250 students were eligible for review. Last semester
21 graphic design students
applied and only six got into the
concentration.

The portfolio consists of 10
or more of the students’ best
works from classes previously
taken or projects they have done
on their own. It must be framed,
mounted, display comprehension of the techniques and utilization of common tools and
"possess an innate visual sensitivity," according to the review
board program.
The portfolio review board
said it has tightened its standards and expects students to
produce quality and profession.
al designs.
"Before, we used to let
everybody in," Caner said. "But
our space allocation to schedule
classes have been very bad."
Caner said the graphic design
program is a tough one and she

See GRAPHIC, page 7

First meeting held,
expansion date set
for hopeful fraternity
By Susan Brown
water
DeitgeffInterfratemity Council and

Panhellenic Board held their first
meeting of the spring semester
Monday, but it wasn’t just the
same old thing.
Chris Carpita, member of Phi
Gamma Delta fraternity, is the new
man in the IFC president’s office.
Carpita takes over for Colin
Clover, who is a member of Sigma
Nu fraternity.
"One of the thinp I would like
to accomplish this year is to put
together a Greek awards banquet,"
Carpita says.
"We’d also like to increase the

averages (grade point averages)
among fraternities." He said,
"Right now
the average
is about 2.4.
Our goal is
to improve
that
to
2.75."
Panhellenic introduced Tina
D ebs,
member of
D elta
Chris
G amma
Carpila
sorority, as
their interim president.
"We hold our elections at different times than IFC," Debs said. "It
is a three week process starting in
March. I will be the acting president until that time."
Debs recently ended her one

year term as Panhellenic’s vice
president.
IFC
also
announced that
Feb. 25 would
be the date
scheduled to
vote on expansion.
The
council votes
every year on
whether or not
to expand the
number of fraternities it recTins
ognizes
as
Debs
members.
IFC currently recognizes 13
organizations as pan of the governing body of fraternities.
If IFC does decide to expand it
will only be by one organization. If
such a vote is proclaimed, a three
week evaluation process would he

ensued before a new fraternity is
officially inducted into IFC.
Former IFC president, Clover
will remain active with IFC
through the expansion committee,
he said.
Vice President of Student Services Dean Batt announced to both
councils Monday that he has plans
for implementing Greek advisory
board.
"I plan to make my Greek advisory board more active," Batt
said. "For those of you who don’t
know, I do have a Greek advisory
board," he added.
The four members of the vice
president’s advisory hoard include
Don Ryan, director of financial
aid, Meredith Moran, assistant to
Batt, Fred Najjar, director of university housing services. and Sam
Henry, assistant dean of student
services.
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Forum- Opinions and Letters

EDITORIAL

Hope the visionary survives
advent of the Gulf War
The cast a dense cloud over
has
important developments in
the Soviet Union.
Confusion surrounds what role
Soviet President Gorbachev
played in the military crackdowns
in Lithunania and Latvia. His
uncharacteristic decision to censor
the media covering the
crackdowns, make many in the
western world question his
commitment to the reforms,
perestroika, he instigated in the
mid-1980s.
In the true form of a visionary,
Gorbachev has instigated
unparalled changes while facing
pressure from both the old-style
communists and the liberals.
middle
While playing the
ground in the political
spectre, Gorbachev has
created a less admirable rapport
with the Soviet citizens than he
has with the rest of the world.
In the eyes of most outside of the
U.S.S.R, Gorbachev is heroic,
particularly in the U.S. where he
is considered a great ally.
The danger that surrounds the
Lithuania and Latvia crackdowns
centers on the possibility that
Gorbachev is losing control and

his adversaries are gaining the
upper hand. It’s possible that he
wasn’t behind the deadly decision
to move the military in.
The military in the U.S.S.R is
nearly an independent force from
the government and is unsatisfied
with perestroika.
The military could have seen
Gorbachev’s waning popularity in
some sectors as an opportunity to
act independently, spawning a
digression towards hard-line
communism.
the worst case scenerio,
InGorbachev could be forced to
resign from lack of support,
despite his powers he created
himself. Powers lacking support
are inept.
We sympathize with
Gorbachev’s dilemma of both
wanting to push for a more "free"
U.S.S.R and also not letting any
of the 15 republics break from the
Union.
Gorbachev believes separtism
will doom the Soviet people and
perestroika.
We hope that Gorbachev can
continue to survive his adversity
to realize more of his brilliant
visions, for there’s no replacement
for him as an ally.
1317163,4

CAMPUS VOICE

SETH DOLCOURT

Campus Jews endure war pains
Some of the world, in a general sense.
feel for the plight of Israel because Israel
is being attacked by someone with the
agenda of destroying the Jewish homeland
in an attempt to win political favor. The
recent missile attacks on Tel Aviv, Haifa
and Jerusalem have only heightened a
deep measure of worry for international
Jews, and the population here on campus
is no exception.
There are about 10 people in the Jewish
Student Union who have at one time lived
in Israel, or are here as foreign students.
They have family back home, and friends
who are serving in the Israeli Defense
Force. I have cousins who live in Israel.
specifically Tel Aviv, and a friend in the
IDF. The SCUD attacks on Israel affect

me, as they do my friends, because we
have a personal link as well as a spiritual
link to Israel.
Though opinions about the war differ
from member to member of the JSU. I
think it is safe to say that they are
concerned with Israel’s safety. The
possibility of this war blossoming into a
fifth Israel -Arab nation war is looming.
Israel has engaged in four wars (1948,
1956, 1967, 1973) with Arab nations
over the right of Israel’s existence, and
another war would be just another futile
event not endeavoring to solve the most
persevering problem of this century.
Another concern to the local Jewish
population is the bad press Israel receives.
Political cartoons in the Spartan Daily

diawn by Raul Dominguez have
traditionally illustrated an anti -Israeli
theme, the most current being the Jan. 28
cdtion which shows President Bush
restraining two bulldogs, one labeled
"Israel," the other holding a bomb with
the word "Nuke" on it. Raul is certainly
entitled to express his opinion, but to

the world thinks, as evidenced by its
having turned the other cheek to Saddam’s
missile attacks. Retaliation, especially
with nuclear weapons, would put Israel in
the world’s doghouse, and Israel knows it.
Personally, I urge everyone to look at
Israel in a different light because the war
is sure to heighten animosity between
Israel, the western
world and Arab nations.
This is not a call for
In reality, Israel does care what the
blind support of Israel,
world thinks, as evidenced by its having rather,
it is a plea for
turned the other cheek to Saddam’s
you to take the time to
educate yourselves
missile attacks.
about the problems that
keep Jews and Arabs
suggest the U.S. has to restrain Israel from
retaliating with nuclear weapons, thereby from settling their differences. What do
we, the campus Jews, do? Though we
risking the coalition led by the U.S.,
insinuates Israel is too cavalier to care don’t stop our lives, we take time out to
wonder what will happen to Israel and the
what the world thinks, and will do what it
pleases. In reality. Israel does care what Middle East once the U.S. ends its
mission to "liberate" Kuwait. We discuss

1**14:ftilloiTiliri

among ourselves our concerns, wishes and
expectations for a satisfactory end to the
years of terrorism and violence that are
prevalent in the Middle East. We keep a
more attentive eye to Israel’s position in
this conflict, and for now, it is all we can
do.
For those SJSU Jews who are concerned
about the Middle East, feel free to call the
Jewish Student Union contact number.
which is in the directory of student
organizations, located at the Student
Services office. Talk to us, and make your
thoughts known.
Hopefully, our troops will come home
soon, and the time will come when
dialogue replaces ammunition. May Israel
and its Arab neighbors reach a solution
that will stop the years of needless hatred.
Seth Dolcourt is an Advertising senior
and president of the SJSU Student Jewish
Union.

PERSPECTIVE

How has the drought affected you?
Sokhay
Choy,
Molecular
Biology, 19

Joe Vu,

My mom’s very strict about it. She’s
getting really out of hand by saying
we can only take one shower a week.
. . that’s crazy. I’m for saving the
water but when it gets down to not
wanting to flush the toilet, that’s
crazy.

I’m taking my showers shorter, five
minutes or less. I think everyone
should be doing the same thing. Kids
shouldn’t be taking a bath, just a
quick shower.

Stephanie
Berg,
Chemistry, 21

Civil
Engineering,
22

Gail
Fullerton,

It does kind of suck because I use an
awful lot of water sometimes. It’s
kind of hard to adapt to it because I
have to cut down when taking a
shower, taking five minutes instead of
IS. It’s just something you get used
to, that’s all.

President,
SJSU

live in a condominium and we
have, therefore, no lawn to water.
I’ve got about half-a -dozen plants
and pots at home. It’s mainly a matter
of keeping the number of times that
you use the dishwasher to a
minimum. . . I understand that
running the dishwasher uses less
water than hand -washing. .. You
don’t just idley turn on the tap.

Kevin
Brown,

Well, we don’t water our plants or
anything like that. We have no garden
in the back so we don’t have to worry
about it. Morning duties that you do
like brushing your teeth, washing
your face, and things like that. I
consider it when I’m doing those
things.

Graphic
Design, 26
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Sparta(,uide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar avail- Bible study, plans for semester, noon 1’30
able to SJSU students, faculty and pm S U. Pacheco Room. call 297-0134
THE GAY, LESBIAN & BISEXUAL ALLIstaff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily ANCE: Meeting. guest speaker Wiggsy Si
newsroom, Wahlguist Library North vers len on relationships. 4 30-6 30 pm
Room 104, and at the Information S U Guadalupe Room. call 236.2002
Center of the Student Union (Letters SKI CLUB: Meeting. 8pm, SU Almaden
to the editor can also be submitted at Room call 462-5717
the Information Center) The deadline PREMED CLUB: First meeting, 1 30 p m.,
is 10 a.m. The Daily’s staff members Duncan Hall Room 352. call 866-7060
attempt to enter each item at least ALPHA PHI OMEGA COED SERVICE
two days before the date of the event FRATERNITY: New membership meeting.
in addition to the day of the event. 6:30 p.m.. Grande’s Pizzeria, call 294-5457.
Limited space may force reducing the SPARTAN ORIOCCI: General meeting, 7
p.m , S.U. Costanoan Room: First night of
number of insertions.
league bowling, 8 pm, SU games area,
TODAY
call 926-8493
CHI PI SIGMA: Pledge initiation, 7:30, Spar- CAMPUS MINISTRY: Gospel of Mark, noon
tan Chapel, call 998-9113.
1 p.m., Women s Spirituality meeting, 4
AKBAYAN CLUB: Valegrams
flowers p.m., S U. Montalvo room, call 298-0204
and a special valentine package. 9 a.rn 3 ASIAN BUSINESS LEAGUE: First general
pm SU Quad, call 947-8740.
meeting spring semester. 4 p m.. S U AlmaBULWESLYTON SOCIETY: General den Room, call 996-9728.
meeting. 1.30 p.m., Vacuity Offices Room ROTARACT: New membership informatio104, call 971-9307.
nal meeting. 7 p.m., International Center.
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT: Ca- 360 S 11th Street, call 294-5457
reer resource center tours, 2 p.m., BC Room STUDENT AFFILIATION FOR ENVIRON13. Interview preparation, 12:30 p.m., S.U. MENTAL RESPECT: Weekly meeting, 5
Almaden Room: Resume II, 2-3:30 p.m., p m., Washington Square Hall Room 115.
S U Guadalupe Room call 924-6033.
call 924-5468
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: First general RADICAL REALITY/ CHI ALPHA CHRISmeeting. 530 pm.AS Council Chambers. TIAN FELLOWSHM: Bible study, 12 - 1
call 286-0512
ern.. Spartan Memorial Chapel. call
CHRISTIAN STUDENTS FELLOWSHIP: 1415)961-5781.

WANT TO LEARN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE
but can’t attend class regularly?

Try our self-paced learning programs in
French, German Hebrew, Italian, Russian
Portuguese, .& Spanish. No formal
classes, 1-5 units/semester. Work in lab,
car, home or by arrangement with instructor.
Text tapes, so-ftware & video.

ii

Call 924-4602 for orientation
and information.
Also offered: Video/Audio begin
or review, Basic Spanish 4A, -4B
(3 units each), no formal class;
practical conversation.
Study in lab/home.

a

THESE PROGRAMS ARE IN ADDITION TO
OUR REGULAR CLASSES.

11

FOREIGN LANGUAGES DEPT, SH

FRIDAY
BLACK ALLIANCE OF SCIENTISTS AND
ENGINEERS: Welcome back meeting and
social, 12 30 pm Engineering Bldg . call
924-8416
LATTER DAY ST. STUDENT ASSOC.:
Guest speaker Greg Shambaugh. 1230
1.30 p.m.. LDS Institute, 66 S Seventh
Street, call 286-3313
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Career resource center tours, 2 p in Business Classroom 13, call 924.6033
CAMPUS LEFT: STUDENTS FOR RADICAL POLITICAL ECONOMY: Meeting
330. S.0 Constanoan Room. call 9718256
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Shabbat din
ner. 7 p.m., call 286-2827.
RADICAL REALITY / CHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: Weekly worship service, bible study and fellowship, 730 p.m.,
Duncan Hall Room 135, call (415)948-0822.
SJSU FOLK DANCE CLUB: International
folk dance class. 8 - 10 p.m.. Spartan Gym
Room SPX 89. call 293-1302.
DELTA SIGMA THETA: Black history gos-

pel musical, 7 30 p m . Music Concert Hail.
call 224-6606
MATRCOMPUTER SCIENCE: Dr T She bin lectures on Combinatorial design their
construction and applications in mathematics. 230 p in MacQuarrie Hall Room 232
call 924-1000
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD: Primus Firehouse and Blake Babies 8 p in S U Ballroom. call 924-6227
SATURDAY
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD: Strunz & Feral. 8
p m Morris Dailey Auditorium call 9246261
SUNDAY
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: General meeting. 7 p in SJSU International Center, call
971-1768

Dan Curry and Ed Swartz have
been selected as new members of
the SJSU athletic deparunent.

Friday’s forecast

A $1 million system renovation will
convert Clark Library’s printed card
catalog to one that is completely
electronic by March.

Continued sunny skies,
highs ranging from 65
70 degrees.
-

National Weather
Service

The A.S. Board of Directors
approved a plan to circulate
petitions requesting stuJenLs to pay
ldditional fees for a daycare center.
MEChA: General meeting, 6 p m Wahlqu
ist Library North CLRC call 287-8752
BAPTIST STUDENT MINISTRIES: Bible
study 7 pm. SU Montalvc Room, call
723-0500

MONDAY
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES: Open
house tours, refreshments and free givea- SIGMA PI: Rush sign-up, 10 a.m - 2 pm
ways, 10 a.m. -3 p.m Student Health Serv- tables outside S.U. call 279-5146
ices Elldo. call 924-6119
CLARK LIBRARY: Library tours. 1030 am
call
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD 8 SUPRO: - 3:30 p.m.. Clark Library First Floor
Maceo Parker and Roots revisited (Jazz). 924-2818.
Noon, S.U. Ampitheatre. call 924-6261

PARK AVENUE

BEST 3 UNITS YOU WILL EVER TAKE.

and Jewelry Boutique

MWF
TTH
TTH

1230-1320
1630-1745
1630-1745
1800-2045
1800-2045
1800-2045
1330-1420
1630-1745
1330-1445

TH
TH
MWF
MW

TrH

HGH 229
HGH 217
HGH 223
BLDG A-3
HGH 118
DMH 167
HGH 225
HGH 229
HGH 219

011"C"(

181 Park Avenue
(Between Market 8 Almaden Med )
Downtown San Jose
993-0915
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT,

219, 924-4602

FSEABT9.

STRUNZ

WEAR NOW

_J

COCKTAILS

AND
DRAFT

5LONGNECKS

FINLEY

FEB15KAREN
FRI.
gPM Not your typical reading by the performance artist

small monthly payments

and author of "Shock Treatment" Copies of her
latest book available after show for signing

FREE PASS

Use a cr ecl.t cell
ve gotta have it’
aro 4et it east vie Char2n Vaal 105ter.
card r’,
me
cred!
otde eel eirninate
loth small payment’, posted month’, :r
’oe- fast OW this offer last, 1111

KAREN WALD
peaks on Cuba’s Struggle for
Peace in the Middle Easi
Free -Engineering Bldg Rm 189

BIG GIG IS EVERY TUESDAY
ALL NIGHT A OPEN AT 8 PM
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TUESDAY ESCAPE PARTY

0,

11;M:

8pm #1 on Bill board’s World Chart

2/4 - 2/8

ins.

10:00 - 4:00 Deposit FiequinK1

520.00.

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

ONE
iADMIT
THE HEARTTHROB

293-9923
2ND STREET BETWEEN
SAN FERNANDO & SAN CALOS
mei mem

sem

and ASPB
presents

min eni

GREAT STUFF COMING YOUR WAY

Great Musicians!

AL DEFECTIVE

FIFIST.TIME CLIENTS ONLY
VALID ON MOSS, TUES. ANL)
SATS ONLY

SAN JOSE’S FIRST

SJSU Student Union Ballroom

Maceo Parker

ANY NAIL SERVICE
WITH THIS COUPON

BIG
GIG

listing at HGH 108
or contact the office at
924-5360

8Pri

Supro

50%
OFF

Mon Fn 10am 7pm
Sat Barn- Spm
Anytime By Appointment

These Sections Now Open:
COMM 20
COMM 20
COMM 41
COMM 41
COMM 110
COMM 120
COMM 130
COMM 133
COMM 171

SJSU SPECIAL

NAIL DESIGN

Communication Studies
Bulletin Board

PRIMUSPIREHOSE/
Blake Babies

Triirirt

Because many students are not on
ampus everyday, YesterDaily
provides readers with a recap of
the previous issue’s top stories.

Patchy morning fog,
mostly sunny skies with
highs in the mid-60’s.

i,or more information,check the

A.S. PROGRAM BOARD PRESENTS

FEB 12
TuES
NOON

YesterDaily

Today’s forecast

Friday ... February 8
Maceo Parker and
Roots Revisited with
JB Horns (Fred Wesley
and PeeWee Ellis from
the James Brown Band)
at Noon - free
Student Union
Amphitheater

P11111141.1y;.4.all
STUDENTS 2 FOR 1!

Spartan Basketball
Utah State
Saturday, February 9th (0 7:30 PM
and
-VS-Long Beach State
Monday, February 11th @7:30 PM
students with ID get two tickets for the price of one.
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Memorial service held
Death toll climbs as
Gorbachev addresses
civilian structures hit renewed need for unity for Fremont serviceman
and missile attacks overnight, including intensive bombing of residential areas.

DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia (AP)
Iraq on Wednesday renewed its
claims that allied air raids were
battering civilian areas, reporting
150 people died in an overnight air
strike. It was the highest death toll
reported by Iraq from a single raid
in the Persian Gulf War.
As the unrelenting allied air attack continued on Iraq, a U.S. Marine amphibious assault force was
moving into place Wednesday in
the Persian Gulf. Allied commanders say, however, that any ground
war to retake Kuwait will probably
follow still more air attacks on
Iraqi forces.

The Iraqis said that in the southern Iraqi city of Nassariyah, about
150 people
including 35 children
were killed by the air assault. Many homes were reported
hit.
The Iraqi government daily AlThawra reported Wednesday that
349 people had been killed in the
southern port city of Basra since
the allied raids began. It was not
clear how the latest casualty reports would alter the previously
announced civilian death toll of
428.
Iraqi officials said the allied
bombs and missiles raining down
on Baghdad overnight smashed a
hospital, bridge, communications
center and homes. Iraqi officials
said two surface-to-surface rockets
landed near a bus station, destroying two movie theaters and about
200 shops.

Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkof,
commander of Operation Desert
Storm, said his greatest concern in
the war is that the Iraqis are "capable of the most heinous acts."
"They have demonstrated that
they have absolutely no value on
human life," Schwarzkopf said in
an interview broadcast Wednesday
on "CBS This Morning." "It’s
sort of the mad dog syndrome," he
said. "In a mad dog there is no
predictability."

"Whether by mistake or deliberately, we don’t like it. we could
have been killed," Baghdad resident Ya’kub Abonna told AP correspondent Salah Nasrawi.

The Baghdad government said
the allies carried out 263 air raids
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MOSCOW (AP) President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev, in an unscheduled television speech
Wednesday night, declared he
intended to keep the Soviet
Union together at all costs.
"All my convictions are
based on preservation of the
union," Gorbachev said.
Gorbachev’s statements were
his clearest yet that he will not
let any of the 15 republics break
from the union.
Many of those IS. in particular the three Baltics republics
of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia, have initiated secessionist
moves to free themselves from
the Soviet Union. The Baltics,
where 21 people have died since
Jan. 13 in incidents with Soviet
troops, were independent between the two world wars.

FREMONT (AP) The first vich. "His immediate family is
San Francisco Bay Area service- what I guess they call this great
man to die in the Gulf War was re- country of ours."
membered Monday as a husband
Conner and his brother, Jerry
and lather with a face full of hope Pentin, attended boot camp toand a mind full of understanding." gether after joining the Marines in
Marine Staff Sgt. Michael R. 1976.
Conner of Fremont died Jan. 26 in
’My brother didn’t die for nothSaudi Arabia when two light armored vehicles collided in the de- ing." said Pentin. who wore an
sert after a raid on Iraqi forces at armband trimmed with a yellow
ribbon and fashioned from a strip
the Kuwaiti border.
His flag-draped coffin was at- of camouflage fabric and a small
tended by a Marine honor guard, American flag "I believe in what
which led mourners from Holy my brother was doing, and I still
Spirit Catholic Church as chapel believe in what our country is
bells rang and a guitarist strummed doing."
"Amazing Grace."
Conner is survived by his wife,
"For Michael, the family was Sylvia, two sons. his mother and
the most important thing," said stepfather, two brothers and three
church pastor the Rev. John Wado- sisters.

"The Soviet Union is a superpower. ... Huge efforts were
made to make it so powerful,
and we could lose it very
quickly," the president said.
Gorbachev singled out Lithuania and Estonia for ignoring his
order for a nationwide referendum on preserving the union,
and said secession would spell
doom for any republic.
"Separatism will doom people and destroy their lifestyles,"
Gorbachev said. "Those who
secede will doom themselves to
failure."
He said this country of 290
million residents faces huge
problems, but blamed most on
fractious republics who have
begun dealing directly with each
other and ignoring the Kremlin.
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Shea signs most freshmen in 13 years
Bowl for helping make this year’s
recruiting class so successful.
"I think winning the Cal Bowl
laid the groundwork for a good to
better-than -average
recruiting
year," he said. "The coaches I
talked to said winning the bowl
you go to is what makes the difference."
Shea recruited five freshmen
from San Jose
running back
Khari Crowder from Piedmont
Hills High School, outside lineman
Brian Gaspar from Saratoga High
School, outsile linebacker Anthony Lewis from Santa Theresa

By Jim Johnson
Daily staff writer

George One Daily staff photographer
Football coach Shea tells of new recruits Wednesday

1991 SJSU Football Recruits
M CLASS HOMETOWN/LAST SCHOOL
NaOsta
Ka
Charlie Adams
RB/LB 6-1 210 FR Seaside/Seuide HS
Ty Bowden
DB
5-9 173 JR
Bakersfield/Bakerstield CC
Chad Carpenter
Di’
6-3 235 JR
San Diego/Southwestern CC
Ken Crommie
DL
6-4 235 FR Concord/Concord HS
Khali Crowder
RR/DB 5-10 190 FR San Jose/Piedmont Hills HS
LB
6-1 215 FR Concord/De La Salle HS
John Donau
5-10 170 JR
RB
Shon Ellerbe
Inglewood/Bakersfield CC
OLB 6-1 190 JR
Las Vegas NV/College of Desert
Bill Fenderson
Michael Fortino
OL
6-3 260 JR
Gilroy/Gavilan CC
OL
6-3 245 JR
LaCrescenta/Glendale CC
Mike Gardner
OL
Brian Gaspar
6-2 250 FR San Jose/Saratoga HS
Scott Jablonski
LB
Cypress/Cerritos CC
6-2 230 JR
OL
6-4 250 JR
Belle Glade FLRerritos CC
Reuben Johnson
Anthony Lewis
()LB 6-2 200 FR San Jose/Santa Teresa 11S
RB
5-11 180 FR Lompoc/Cabrillo HS
Donald Lindsey
OLB 6-0 240 JR
Concord/Diablo Valley CC
Phil Lobsinger
DT
6-2 285 JR
Durham NC/Merced CC
Marty Lyon
Keith Moffatt
6-1 245 JR
Burbank/Glendale CC
Livermore/Laney CC
Lee Myhre
P/K 6-3 190 JR
6-4 210 FR San Jose/Santa Theresa HS
Joe Nedney
Middleton ID/Glendale CC
Travis Peterson
OL
6-3 260 JR
Alameda/Laney CC
6-6 275 JR
OL
Peter Platt
Lompoc/Gavilan CC
OL
6-4 265 JR
Todd Ranney
WR 5-11 155 FR Pittsburg/Mt. Diablo HS
Jerry Resse
Pasadena/Pasadena CC
6-1 200 JR
Alfred Robinson
DB
San Pedro/El Camino CC
6-3 285 JR
David Sarnperio
01
San Francisco/CC of S.F.
DL
6-3 245 JR
Dante Smith
Wilford Washington RB/DB 5-10197 FR Seaside/Seaside HS
Dawaine Williams WR 6-1 170 FR San Jose/Yerba Buena HS
Oakland/Laney CC
6-1 210 JR
Michael Williams LB
FR Pittsburg/Pittsburg HS
6-1 185
Chris Willis
DB

SJSU head football coach Terry
Shea announced his first recruiting
:lass at a press conference
Wednesday at Spartan football
headquarters.
The 1991 class includes SJSU’s
largest contingent of high school
recruits since 1978. The Spartans
added 12 freshmen and a total of
31 student-athletes to its football
program.
The relatively large number of
freshmen recruits reflects Shea’s
increased commitment to signing
underclassmen.
"Part of our objective was to
balance the recruiting class with
freshmen," Shea said. "We had
tremendous success bringing high
school players into (Spartan) stadium. They see the electricity, go
to some of the bigger games and
our program is enhanced.
"You’re looking at a coach who
believes in playing freshmen. I
want to get them game-hardened.
experienced. The guys we’re
bringing in have the speed to compete right away."
Shea’s freshmen recruits are
predominantly
speed-oriented.
skill players who add to the Spartans’ team speed, something the
Spartan coach puts a premium on.
Seven of the 12 recruits are projected as either running backs, defensive backs or wide receivers.
"With the high school athletes
we focused on functional speed."
Shea said. "We’re after running
backs, athletes with legitimate
speed."
Despite the increased focus on
recruiting underclassmen, the success of Shea’s junior college recruiting class was just as important. Most of the 19 junior college
recruits will help to fill a huge hole
created by last year’s graduating
class, many of whom were either
offensive linemen or linebackers.
"Our offensive line has really

’You’re looking at a
coach who believes in
playing freshmen. I
want to get them gamehardened, experienced.
The guys we’re
bringing in have the
speed to compete right
away.’

High School, Nedney and wide receiver Dwaine Williams from
Yerba Buena High School.
Other recruits from the Bay
Area include junior outside linemen Michael Fortino (Gavilan CC)
and Peter Platt (Laney CC), junior
defensive lineman Dante Smith
(CC of San Francisco) and junior
linebacker
Michael
Williams
I

Your campus news

source.
Read the Daily

1

Terry Shea,
SJSU football coach
been shored up the most, Shea
said. "This is one of our best offensive line groups, from the
standpoint that they’re all coming
in at the same time. We have eight
coming out of junior college in this
class and they’re all going to have
the chance to come in and compete.
"We also snagged a couple of
linebackers who will come in and
have a shot at playing."
One junior college recruit who
will likely see extended playing
time is Shon Ellerbee, a 5-foot-10,
170-pound
tailback
from
Bakersfield College. Ellerbee is
expected to replace last year’s record-breaking tailback Sheldon
Canley, lost to graduation.
Also included in Shea’s 1991
class, are two place-kicker candidates. Junior Lee Mhyre, from
Laney City College, both kicks
and punts, while freshman walk-on
Joe Nedney, out of Santa Teresa
High, is exclusively a placekicker.
Kicking was an achilles heel for
the Spartans last year, as Raul De
la Flor and David Bowen split the
duties. Shea mentioned a number
of times last season, he was going
to recruit kickers.
Shea gave credit to the Spartan’s
victory in the 1990 California
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Recruiting styles vary as Cal stays nearby VALENTINE’S DANCE
ADM ISSICoN INCLUDES:

Champagne ,--/dowrs,Oh

while Stanford lands players nationwide
4ssocrated Press

The University of California
signed 22 football players to letters
of intent including four junior college stars who "arc all potential
starters" this fall, Coach Bruce
Snyder said Wednesday.
It was "by far the hest recruiting
class, from top to bottom, we’ve
been able to attract here to Cal in
my first five years." Snyder
added.
The Golden Bears 18 recruits
from high schools include a highly
ranked quarterback from Southern
California. Todd Preston of Westlake Village, and the versatile Michael Eaglin. a running hack-wide
receiver from San Pablo. a few
miles from Berkeley .
The junior college players signing with Cal are defensive hack
Wolf Barber front Pasadena JC,
detensi.e tackle Stafford Evans
from Pasadena. nose guard Layne
Hall from Gavilan JC. and 3(X)pound offensive guard Taco Tat:jai
from San Francisco City College.
Hall is the older brother of Rhett

Hall. a Cal defensive lineman who
ended his college career last fall.
Layne Flail was away from football
five years before entering Gavilan
two years ago. Evans had 16 sacks
among his 24 tackles behind the
line of scrimmage last year.
Preston completed 60 percent of
his passes last season, with 20
touchdown passes and just eight
interceptions. Eaglin scored 23
touchdowns. including four on
kick returns.
Fred Sims from Carson in the
Los Angeles area is a wide receiver
who averaged 28.6 yards per reception last season. He has 4.4
speed for 40 yards.
Coach Denny Green of Stanford
went outside ot California and loaded up on quarterbacking talent with three high school stand
Outs, in what he called "one ot the
best recruiting classes in the na
lion. "
Stanford announced Wednesda%
the signing of 23 high school toot
ball players and five junior college
transfers to letters of intent

"This class is definitely one of
the top 20 in the country," Green
said of the high school group.
Quarterbacks Justin Armour of
Manitou Springs. Colo., and Mark
Butterfield of Antioch, Calif.. are
high school All-Americans. Green
said, and quarterback Chris Berg
from Fargo, N.D., is also an outstanding college prospect.
"We performed the hat trick in
Stanford’s tine tradition of attracting the best quarterback prospects
in the nation." the Cardinal coach
said

win

001.04ipatiord high school recruits iltitereeriv ed All-American
recognition are defensive linemen
David Carder of Flagstaff, Ariz..
and Allen Gonzalez of Tulsa.
Okla., and linebacker Dave Grable
of Williamsville. N.Y.
The top junior college players
include tight end Ryan Wetnight
from Fresno and wide recei% e r
Mike Cook from Fountain Valle .
Calif. Four of the junior college
players already are enrolled at
Stanford, so can take part in spring

o co Iates
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Spartans drop Hayward
for first victory of 1991
By Jack Trageser
Daily staa writer
The Spartan’s second home
game was a success for more reasons than the resulting 9-5 victory
over Hayward State.
SJSU displayed good team hitting, played sound defense for the
first eight innings, and the pitchers
yielded only two earned runs.
The Spartans. by winning their
first game of the season, evened
their record at I -I .
Mark Ringkamp, the staff ace
who was questionable and pitched
only three innings of middle relief
due to a sore foot, set down all
nine men he faced and struck out
five. Hayward never hit the ball

‘If we played with wood
bats, Ringkamp would
average three to four
broken bats a game.’
Sam Piraro,
Spartan head coach
out of the infield against Ringkamp, who simply overpowered
the batters he faced.
"If we played with wood bats,"
said Spartan Head Coach Sam Piram, "Ringkamp would average
three to four broken bats a game.
His strength is that he can spot the
ball practically anywhere, and he
loves to pitch inside."
The game opened with the Pi -

SPARTANS
PIONEERS

9
5

H1GLIGHT: SJSU gains its
first victory of the season.
oneers scoring a run in the first inning courtesy of leadoff hitter Joe
Vega’s triple and Todd Norwood’s
run scoring groundnut. But the
Spartans answered with a first-inning rally of their own.
Steve Anderson, who scored
three of the team’s nine runs,
started things off by getting hit by
starting pitcher Bryan Purdom’s
first offering. Anderson is known
to "take one for the team" on occasion.
After Mark O’Brien sacrificed
Anderson to second and reached
first on a throwing error, centerfielder Jorge Mom singled them
both home for a 2-1 lead. SJSU led
the rest of the way, scoring runs in
four innings.
However, after their first two
batters Hayward did not score
again until the ninth inning when
the game was an eight-run blowout.
Spartan pitching held the Pioneers hitless from the middle of
the third inning until one out in the
eighth, setting down 14 batters in a
row. The team also played good
solid defense for the first eight innings, according to Piraro.

Up! Up! Up!

"For eight innings we played
very well defensively." Piraro
said,"but the ninth was sloppy."
SJSU led 9-1 going into the
ninth inning with bullpen stopper
Anthony Chavez on the mound.
But by the time the inning and the
game were over, Hayward had
scored four runs on three hits off
Chavez, making the final score respectable. Although they did have
help; three of the four runs were
compliments of errors committed
by SJSU.
Piraro said both the defense and
Chavez, who is supposed to come
into a game and shut down hitters,
were victims of an eight-run lead.
He said sometimes it’s hard to concentrate with such a wide margin.
One of the keys to success for
the Spartans going into the season,
according to Piraro, was Senior
Steve Anderson. The leadoff hitter
scored all three times he reached
base, which is no surprise to Piraro.
"Steve is an excellent baserunner," Piraro said. "His strength
this year will be getting on and
making things happen."
Anderson also played solidly at
shortstop, throwing out a couple of
runners at first base from deep in
the hole. He had one hit in four official trips to the plate, making his
average for the young season .250.
Despite giving up four runs in
the ninth inning and committing
three total errors, Piraro was
pleased with his team’s first victory of the season.
"Anytime we can get a win
we’re happy.’ ’Piraro said.

Ken Wong

Daily

staff photographe

San Jose pitcher Mark Ringkamp came off the bench to strike out five of the nine hatters he faced in
three innings of work. The Spartans defeated Hav ward State 9-5 Wednesday .

Both Spartan tennis teams remain winless
Though top seeds Brian Eagle
and Billy Ball were ill with the flu,
For the SJSU men’s tennis the rest of the squad was physically
squad, meeting the No. I ranked prepared. In the first match.
team in the nation at any point in SJSU’s- Richord- Geiger iwet Stanthe season can be an intimidation ford’s Alex O’Brien. Beiger
fought tough in the first set, forcin itself.
Especially since the Spartans ing O’Brien to a 5-5 tie before suchad to face that situation in the sea- cumbing the next two games. and
son opener at Stanford.
the set 7-5.
Spartan hopes were lifted with
But the performance was not as
had as the scoreboard showed. The Brandon Coupe’s performance in
Spartans lost the match, 9-0, yet the second match. Coupe came out
Coach John Hubbell praised the strong in the first set, putting (’ardinal Jared Palmer off guard early.
performance of his team.
"We played pretty well," Hub- Coupe won the set, 6-3, but could
bell said. "Considering our two not catch a break in the next two
top players did not play due to ill- sets and lost the match 3-6, 6-1, 6ness, we did pretty well."
Itv Core) Tresidder

Daily staff writer

Axthelm dies of liver failure
Pete
PITTSBURGH (AP)
Axthelm, a longtime sports reporter and a football commentator
for ESPN, died Saturday of liver
failure. He was 47.
Axthelm died at PresbyterianUniversity Hospital. where he had
awaited a liver transplant, hospital
spokesman Frank Raczkiewicz
said.
"We will miss his insightful
commentary. incisive reporting
and unique literary flavor." ESPN
spokesman Mike Soltys said. "We
will especially miss his warm

friendship."
Before joining ESPN in 1987,
Axthelm was part of NBC’s NEI.
coverage team from 1980 until
1985. Axthelni wrote for the New
York Herald Tribune newspaper,
Newsweek. People and other magAxthelm, who lived in New
York City and Fort Lauderdale,
Fla., is survived by his wife, Andrea, and daughter. Megan. Funeral arrangements were incomplete
Saturday,

other matchcs included Cardinal Glenn Solomon over Spartan
Dana Gill in straight sets, 6-4. 6-4,
and Stanford’s Jason Yee defeatcd
SJSt I’s Mike -Asw-ig
In doubles action. SJSU’s
combo of Bciger and Coupe won
the first set of their match with
Stanford’s Chris Cocotos and Michael Flanagan 6-2, hut eventually
lost the match 2-6. 6-2, 6-2.
The Women’s Tennis squad 103) traveled to Sonoma State University in Rohnen Park and did not
hire any better in their third match.
The women lost the match 9-0
Chris Kellogg and Vickic
Blankenship of Sonoma State
dominated the match both defeat

BEAT THE RECESSION

BACK-TO-SCHOOL!
PE

Jeanette Dlicksman

Daily staff pholographor

Jammer forward Jervis Cole fights for position against the
Tulsa Easthreakers Wednesdas night. 1 he Jammers lost 134123.
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BUDGET

Projections for next year could be
"rosy" at this point. Fullerton said
in her press release.

from page I

Lottery not helping

have been in the CSU I have never
seen a budget that promises to be
as devastating to our campuses
and students as the proposal for
1991-92."
The university’s budget shortfall
of $14 million will be the local
effect of the state’s proposed $10
billion budget deficit which has
been growing weekly as the state’s
economy slows down during the
current recession.
Because of cuts that Gov. Pete
Wilson has recommended, the
CSU system will lose $100 to
$200 million off the 1991-92 budget.
The formal budget won’t be presented until June. Most administrators expect the numbers, in light of
the current recession, to go up.

The university can’t count on
the lottery to take up the slack, she
said, like it has in the past. Next
year the predicted lottery funds to
the CSU system arc expected to
drop by $16 million which would
cut another $700,000 from SJSU’s
budget.
"The magnitude of the problem
ranges from $100 to $200 million
dollars," said Lou Messner,
assistant vice chancellor of budget
planning for the CSU system. We
have been hit harder than other
state services."
The CSU budget predictions
foretell the upcoming crisis:
There will be a net general
fund reduction of $47 million.
There will be 9.3 percent less
money for each full-time student

GRAPHIC

’Windows may not
get washed. Walls may
not get painted.’
Gail Fullerton,
SJSU President
next year.
The CSU needs $113 million
just to retain status quo. That’s not
including the 7,500 new students
that are expected in the system
next year the equivalent of a
campus the size of Sonoma State
University. This year, the proposed
budget doesn’t include any
increases for the new students that
the system is trying to absorb.
More students on the same dollars, administrators say, means
fewer services for all students.
SJSU can expect more than 200
new students next year, Fullerton
said.

’One thing in art, if you don’t see your mistakes, you become consistent with it.’

From page I

sympathizes with the students
who feel they have been misled.
She called back students who
have attempted to take the
review twice to discuss other
alternatives they have, she
added.
Many students who come
from a community college and
students already enrolled for
graphic design take the required
courses, get good grades and
expect to pass the review, but
students said there’s more to it
than that.
"There’s favoritism. You
have to be buddy-buddy with the
people on the review in order to
pass it," said a graphic design
student who wishes to remain
anonymous for fear of having
instructors use it against him.
He added that if you’re a student just coming to class, doing
your work and not getting to
know your instructors the
instructors don’t get to know
you.
A certain paranoia among
graphic design students seems to
be apparent. Seven students who
were interviewed asked to
remain anonymous, saying that
their identity might effect them
getting into the program.
Graphic design senior, Greg
Uchishiba, 26, said he waited a
long time before submitting his
portfolio to the review board.
"I wanted to wait until I was
ready and until I was comfortable before I applied."
Ushishiba said he found that
SJSU’s program review was

Greg Uchishiba,
graphic design senior
mildly judged in comparison to
the University of Washington.
"I can understand why the
standards are so strict. Students
should be well rounded in the
basics," Uchishiba said. "One
thing in art, if you don’t see your
mistakes, you become consistent
with it."
Ushishiba stated that the faculty has a social responsibility to
society to produce students who
will be capable to deal with the
competitive world of graphic
design. The design along with
the message should be able to
communicate effectively.
"Take for example a stop
sign," Uchishiba said, "the
design communicates the mcssage ... it’s effective and universally understood."
Not all students agree with
Ushishiba’s ideas. Many are
intimidated by the portfolio
review board standards like
senior Thom Demauci.
"My better wort is in design.
But from what other students
have said, (about the review) I’m
scared to submit a portfolio,"
said Dcmattei, a 26 -year -old
graphic dsign/illustration major.
"Some people I know personally
have dropped out of the design
program and finding other fields
to go into because the standards
are way too rigid."
A few malcontents will

always be around, Review Board
member Lanning Stern said.
"Not everybody gets to
become a doctor and not everybody gets to become a lawyer.
So it’s good to have an alternative if it’s too stressful for some
students," Stern said. "Maybe
their strengths are somewhere
else like photography or illustration."
Another art student said, "if
they wanted us to turn already
professional work why would
we be in school? I realize that
they want the best, but how are
we going to get there without the
training?
According to Jancll Umemoto, vice-president of graphics
club NEO, instructors are getting
feedback from the professional
field and they know what it takes
to make it out there.
"But they’re expecting students to know this information
right off the bat," Umemoto said.
The demands to hand in perfect
work are so great, students are
feeling really pressured."
A proposal, Carter said, is in
the works for a bachelor of arts
degree in general design studies
for students who’ve failed the
review or any students who are
searching for an alternative. The
proposal has not yet been formally presented to the curriculum committee.

California’s taxpayers pay
$6,203 for the full-time (15 unit)
student at SJSU. Students pay
$780 a year right now and if fees
go up 20 percent as proposed, they
would pay $936.
Some administrators say that
fees would have to go up by 50
percent to cover the cuts that are
being proposed.
In the facilities and operations
department, slashed budgets have
already caused cutbacks in the
number of personnel. In the past
decade, the number of custodians
has been cut in half, said Mo Qayoumi, associate executive vice
president of facilities development
and operations.
All hiring was frozen, he said, in
anticipation of the budget cuts
coming next year.

Bill shift
The amount of money each full-time (15 unit)
student will pay will change next year if budget
predictions are correct.
$6,203

Students will pay
a bigger share
of bill next year

$5,909

II

$936
780

$135 $118
=E:Z3

Landscaping suffers
"Our campus appearance may
suffer greatly," Fullerton said in a
press release released Tuesday.
"Windows may not get washed.
Walls may not get painted."
About 85 percent of the university’s budget goes toward paying
employees. There are only so
many pencils and computers that
can be cut from the present budget,
Qayoumi said.
"What we have seen in the facilities areas is that there have been
cuts ... almost for the past decade
or so," Qayoutni said. The university’s policy is to not compromise
in health and safety issues, Fullerton said.
There is a small fund for safety
repairs but that fund is only budgeted for $3.5 million for the entire
CSU system.
The department has a backlog of
more than 80 projects which can’t
be completed because of past and
present budget constraints.
The cutbacks could affect other
pans of the campus and community that will not be touched directly
by the budget crisis. The Spartan
Shops could see less money from
students who have to pay higher
fees.
Cutting classes will mean that
enrollment will drop which will
mean fewer customers for the
bookstore and cafeteria, said Ron
Duval, Spartan Shops executive
director.

Students
19911992

Lottery

State
19901991
Source:

SJSU president’s office
RobenW. Scoble Daily graphic

If anymore sports are cut, he
said, the university will have to
remove its teams from Division IA status.
He could not give specifics on
how his department might handle
the present budget crisis. "There’s
no doubt that (the budget cuts) will
have a significant impact on our
program."

Library crunch
One of the areas that will take
the hardest hits in a budget crunch
will be the library. It like most
areas on campus has started targeting areas where cutbacks can be
made.
"With cuts like these we have to
look at buying less books," Jo Bell
Whitlatch, associate library director, said. "There may be cuts
across all of our services,"
If the budget is cut further she
may have to cut librarians hours in
the evening. "We will have no
choice," she said.
Other library cutbacks may be:
fewer periodicals and other supplies will be available and students
will have a harder time getting
librarian help.
Administrators face some tough
choices in the next few months.
Some are preparing themselves for
the tension and lower morale that
will accompany those choices.
"You are going to sec exposed
nerves," Batt said. "You are going
to see misunderstandings." Despite
the tension involved in budget cutting he believes that the university
has to start the process now.
"We hope that it’s high (the $14
million cutback) and pray that it

Funds come elsewhere
Associated Students have seen
an increase in requests for funding
in hard economic times, said Blair
Whitney, A.S. director of community affairs.
The increase on requests, he
said, slows down the process and
makes it harder to get funding
from the A.S.
Four small sports teams were
cut in the spring of 1988 in
response to a similar budget crisis.
Thomas Brennan, SJSU’s athletic
director, said that the university
doesn’t have that choice this time.

doesn’t go any higher," Batt said.
University leaders agree that
there will be major consequences
for students next year if the numbers are correct.
President Fullerton is quick to
point out that the university will
try to protect access to the university for all students and not to
eliminate enrollment.
She said that the university’s top
priority will be to maintain the
educational quality at the expense
of services and amenities to the
fullest extent possible.

Enrollment kept
"Our goal will be to maintain
enrollment and meet the expected
200-student enrollment increase,"
Fullerton said.
This policy, she said, lets more
students into the university which
creates an even bigger drain on
already stretched budgets.
"This is clearly the worst its
ever been," Batt said. The only
way for the budget shortage to go
away is for the economy to get
much better and Batt is not the
only one who doesn’t think it will.
"This coming year," Fullerton
said. "Is going to be a very serious
matter."
"The budget situation we are
looking at is not a short-term problem," Batt said. "The key is the
state’s economy."
CSU Chancellor McCune said,
"We hope that the public understands that the budget, if adopted
as proposed, will preclude us from
fully carrying out the educational
responsibilities entrusted to us by
the State of California."
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Symphonic band
diverse, talented
By Lorrie Voight
Daily staH writer

The San Jose Symphonic Band
played in staccato bursts of instrumental harmony, stopping and replaying snatches of music to make
changes in timing and intensity
where needed.
Dr. Vernon Read, a man of medium height and slight of build,
conducted his band with zealous
energy one moment and slow fluid
movements the next. He wasted no
time correcting musicians’ errors
during rehearsal, but was as quick
to praise as he was to chastise.
The musicians were practicing
diligently in preparation for an upcoming concert tour considered to
be the largest this university band
has embarked on in almost 30
years. according to Read.
In March, the band’s talent will
be given a chance to shine out-ofstate for the first time when it performs a three day tour of Oregon in
Portland. Eugene, Medford and
Ashland.
The Symphonic Band, more accurately described as a wind-percussion ensemble, is comprised of
about 75 students from all schools
within the University.
The band members’ dedication,
paired with Dr. Read’s watchful
instruction, has earned the wind/percussion ensemble national recognition and opportunities to play
at prestigious events, performing

Martin’s
new film
shallow

for such organizations as the National Endowment for the Humanities and the Music Educators Association.
Besides regional and state organization conferences, the Symphonic Band also plays at university ceremonial functions and
special occasions, such as the
grand opening of the SJSU Recreation Center. It also performs a
free series of concerts on campus
every year.
Although the funding for the
Symphonic Band is provided by
Associated Students, it has not yet
received enough money to cover
the Oregon trip, Read said.
"The A.S.B. is our only method
of funding and they’ve been very
generous and have helped us,"
Read said, "but the funding will
not take us to Oregon."
The band has put together a cassette tape of selected symphonic
pieces to sell in an effort to raise
money for the upcoming trip, but
the sales have not been going well.
Read said.
If they don’t receive more funding from the A.S., students will
have to pay out of their own pockets.
"My philosophy is, if you’re
going to take a university student
away like that, you shouldn’t ask
the student to pay," Read said.
But the lack of funds for the trip
doesn’t seem to be slowing down
By Robert Scoble
Daily staff writer

Something funny is happening
in Los Angeles and it’s not the
opening of Steve Martin’s new
movie which he wrote, produced
and acted in. "L.A. Story," which
opens Friday, gives Martin a vehicle to get off a couple of funny
lines but will win no Oscars.
As a vehicle it helps to further
Hollywood’s inane view that sex
equals love. Harris K. Telemacher
(Steve Martin) tries to find true
happiness in Los Angeles and that
means he generally follows his sex

three years. I e always been interested in music and how it affects
people." Le.Mieux said."Ultimately, I would like to get into the
Boston Pops Symphony." Rick
Riebholl has no such aspiraions.
He is a sophomore majoring in
business who would like to get into
the field of athletic directing. Riebhoff plays the trumpet and, like
Lee, traces the conception of his
musical interests to the fourth
grade, when the teacher passed out
song flutes.
The fact that so many of the
band members enjoy what they’re
doing is, no doubt, part of the explanation for how beautiful they
sound.
They sound so good, in fact.
that a last-minute recording made
of the premiere performance of Dr.
Brent Heisinger’s first piano concerto in 1984 earned him first place
in the International Composition
Competition. Hcisinger, who is on
the faculty of the SJSU music department, claims that although the
tape sounded badly recorded because of background noise, his
piece was still awarded first place
on the merits of the Symphonic
Band’s fine performance.
Ken Wong
Daily staff photographer
"Dr. Read is a wonderful
Dr. Vernon Read directs the SJSU symphony during rehearsal last Friday
leader," licisinger said. "I trust
him to do wonderful things with
the participation of the band mem- ing in the hand.
field. "I have many different inter- my music."
While the band itself doesn’t
bers whose diversity of back"It’s just a wonderful experi- ests and with creative arts I was
grounds is proof of music’s capa- ence being in a large ensemble like able to fulfill them, such as litera- enter into musical competitions for
bility to cross educational and this," Lee said. "Everyone’s not ture and drama." Lee explained. awards, Dr. Read contends that
social boundaries.
just there to have fun. They take it Besides which, "It’s difficult to such honors are not necessary for
Auditions to join the band are seriously and really try to sound predict how successful you’ll be as the band to feel good about what
they’re doing.
open to all students, not just those the best they can. They really love a solo artist."
"As a mature ensemble, our rewithin the music department.
their instruments."
Unlike Lee. sophomore John
Antoinette Lee, a senior in creaAlthough music is an obvious LcMieux is one hand member who wards conic with big audiences,
tive arts, played with the ensemble love for Lee, she decided to major has chosen to major in music. Le- lots of applause. an enthusiastic
in 1989, but had to quit for a year- in creative arts because of her var- Mieux. 20, has been playing the performance and composers that
and-a-half because her class sched- ied interests and the limited career trumpet since he was 10 and has like the way we play their music.
ule was too heavy to include stay- opportunities offered in the music been with the Symphonic Band for Those are our awards," Read said.
organ from affair to affair.
The plot moves as slowly as a
Los Angeles freeway as Martin
leaves his present airhead lover.
Trudi (Marilu Henna), with whom
he has little in common, at the
urging of an electronic Los Angeles freeway condition sign.
The lighted sign with moving
letters. one of those present at hail
parksand the Admissions and Records office, controls the weather
and Martin’s car and tries to play
matchmaker, but it can’t save the
movie.
The acting is not helieveable.

L.A. Story

aI
Rating: PG -13
Starring: Steve Martin,
Victoria Tennant.
Director: Mick Jackson.
’Spananhead scale is best of 5
There is no profundity to Martin’s
new love, we never understand
what he saw in his old love, and
the affair that he has or hetwevo is

with a "free-spirited" girl who basically says take me home and do
whatever you want
within five
seconds of meeting Martin.
Other than teasing the males in
the audience, who wish that they
could meet someone so easy, the
bimbo serves no purpose to the
film. She trivialiies the real love
affair and makes Martin seem
cheap and desperate. The directors
must have included her so that
Martin could lampoon the Southern California Valley Girl stereotype some more, after all she spells
her name "SanDer "

"L.A. Story" perpetuates the
stereotypical view of Southern
Californians as shallow, uncultured people. This works for some
laughs as Martin pulls out a gun on
the freeway during "open hunting
season." It doesn’t work when it
portrays women as good for nothing hut sex.
The movie tries to grab the audience with a gimmic, the freeway
sign, and when it isn’t trying to
relay on gimmics. it just scents to
titilate them with cheap sett and
shallownc.s It definitely isn’t
funny arid it i
worth six bucks.

Finley shocks with riveting book
By Robert W. Scoble
Daily start rimer
"Shock Treatment" is an angry
piece. It is a shocking piece. And
that’s what is good about it.
Karen Finley’s latest book is not
typical reading fare and that’s an
understatement. She exposes us to
her world of being a victim of a
white male dominated world by
writing in a free style that seems on
first read to he very pornographic
and obscene.
It is.
If her readers can get past the
stream
of grossly
obscene
thoughts, they will discover her
message.
She forces her readers to look at
the world from the point of view of
the abused, the forgotten, the
raped and the spit on. White men
should be prepared for a barrage of
insults that no one should have to
endure.
That’s her point.
Finley believes that no one
should have to face being raped,
either physically or mentally. The
book drives this point home by
gang raping its audience.
She claims that the white niale
dominated society is responsible
for all of the injustice and pain that
minorities and women suffer. Finley takes a hard-line feminist point
of view and forces women to face
the pain that a male dominated so
cicty can inflict.
"You’ve got to suffer. .
Finley writes. "I hate people who
think that you can think problem,
away. I hate people who think that
you can think AIDS away. I hate
people who believe you can good
clean-lifestyle AIDS away."
Corporations, Donald Trump.
anyone who drives a yuppie car.
men (especially white) and dutiful
housewives get blasted by Finley.
Most of her writing seems to be
free-written from the most perverse part of Finley’s soul. She
writes about the most prurient aspects of humanity. She takes the
most deep and disturbing thoughts
about sex that one could have and
she sprays them across the page.
But the sex she writes about
isn’t the normal relations that
many practice when in love with
another person. No, it’s the perver-

sion of sex and the misuse of it.
Rape. Incest. Bestiality. She isn’t
a sexologist but she’s like a sociologist who looks deep inside ourselves where
most
people
would never share their thoughts
and forces the reader to face
those thoughts.
It’s like being a dog and having
your face rubbed in the mess
you’ve made on the living-room
rug. It is unpleasant but it is supposed to be a learning experience.
Just be prepared for the smell
when you open the book.
Finley is expected to read passages from her book "Shock
Treatment" on Feb. 15 at 9 p.m.
in the Student Union Ballroom.
The reading is sponsored by the
Associated
Students
Program

20 OZ.
INSULATED MUG...
filled with house coffee
Karen Finley
Board and tickets are available at
the Event Center Box Office.
Her his* is available at the
Spartan Bookstore for S6.95.

$1.49
(Refills only . 55)

EARN EXTRA CREDIT AS A TUTOR!
You can earn 1 -3 units of credit
tutoring college-bound students
on SJSU campus.
Project Upward Bound
WLC #225
924-2567
924-2571
mocoupon
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FRE PIZZA DELIVERY
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.00 OFF A;plYz)
fl B plZ/A
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I 135 W. Santa Clara St.
280-0707

00 OFF ArPiYz)
Not good with any other offer
Expires Feb. 11, 1991

AVAILABLE AT

SPA RTA N BOOKSTORE
S. U. CAFETERIA * ONE SWEET STREET
*
T11E BAKERY
UNIVERSITY ROOM

Get in the habit...
EACH of us can make a difference!!

